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01 - MPoppitt "Consumption"

Uploaded by MPoppitt.

In this day & age we consume the things we like, and they become a part of us.
We are at the top of the Pyramid, and consumption is our way of life.

02 - DanielHC "Pyramid"

Uploaded by DanielHC.

Here's my contribution to the SG101 2014 collection. Egyptian surfer.

03 - The Supertones "I Surf in Black (Live)"

Uploaded by supertonesurf.

This a 1991 live version of I SURF IN BLACK from a radio show on WNYU
called Unheard.

04 - The Royal Aces "Malibu"

Uploaded by fenderfan.

An original by Denver's Royal Aces.

05 - Guitardmm "The Sheriff is Dead"

Uploaded by Guitardmm.

The Sheriff is Dead a Western Surf song from Alicante, Spain.

06 - Moonfrog "Zombat"

Uploaded by Moonfrog.
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I came up with this little ditty today. It's a little tinty as i haven't perfected my
Catalinbread Topanga usage, but it's all in good fun. I just obtained a Merkin, so
i threw a little of that in too. Just me with my lefty Dipinto Galaxie, Mustang 2,
and microKorg.

Timmy Marty Mooney
Timmymarty@gmail.com
http://www.reverbnation.com/timmymartymooney

07 - Helldiver "Terminal Island"

Uploaded by remora1.

A live-in-the-garage take of our original song.

08 - The Kahuna Kings "Trouble in Paradise"

Uploaded by stratdancer.

09 - The TakeOffs "Pearl Divin' 'live'"

Uploaded by Ron-Rhoades.

The TakeOffs cover of The Bambi Molesters'"Pearl Divin'" recorded 'live' to two
track stereo. We've opened our shows with this great tune for years.
Bill Mello- lead guitar, John Hunt- bass, Conrad Mathews- drums and Ron
Rhoades- rhythm guitar.

10 - The Aquasonics "Surf The Platte"

Uploaded by Sonichris.

"The Platte" is the river that runs through our hometown - Denver. You can't
really surf in it, but you can find lots of old tires and shopping carts and such.

11 - oestmann "POD"

Uploaded by oestmann.

"POD"
Surf-rock, evoking and dreaming of summer beaches, recorded in my front room

in the middle of a cold winter 
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12 - Heepeejeep / Rudi "Taunus 74"

Uploaded by heepeejeep.

Swamp surf...

13 - The Woofers "Double O Ocho"

Uploaded by arundqui.

Another fractured surf instrumental from Michigan's own "Woofers", this piece
paying homage to masked Mexi-Surf bands across the western hemisphere.

14 - Syndicateofsurf "Mickey's Surf
Monkey/Turn on Your Surf Light"

Uploaded by Syndicateofsurf.

Uptempo r & b standard with surfy stylings.

15 - Road One South "Surf Rider"

Uploaded by vintagesurfdude.

This live version of Surf Rider was recorded in 2012 at a jam session by
members of The Road One South blues band who like this stuff. That would be
Dwight on drums, John on bass and me on guitar Recorded on a Tascam DR-05
mixed in Cubase SX 3 and mastered with T-Racks. Considering that this was the
first time through the tune and we recorded it in our drummers den, I think we
did OK.

16 - Aloha Sluts "Reno is too cold for pool
surfing"

Uploaded by arny.

Band: Aloha Sluts
Song: Reno is too cold for pool surfing

Used equipment:
- Korg D888 8-track recorder
- Guild X175B > EHX Soulfood > Strymon Flint > Fender Blues Junior & Fender
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Excelsior
- Fender Jaguar MIJ > EHX B9 organ > Vox Pathfinder 15r
- Squier Vintage Modified Jaguar Bass > Ampeg Micro CL Stack
- Boss Dr-880 Drumcomputer

No organ was harmed during this recording!

17 - JeffLeites "Jack The Ripper"

Uploaded by JeffLeites.

This is my take on Link Wray's Jack The Ripper.
I used Band In A Box to generate a drum and bass track, so it's nothing like
Link Wray's drums. The rest of the tracks are all me, recorded with Audacity
software.

18 - Horse Rock "The Big Money Round"

Uploaded by Draygore.

Hi,

Here's a track for this year's compilation by Berkshire's finest Equine Surf trio -
Horse Rock. It's one of our more gentle numbers.

Cheers

19 - Go! Tsunami "Cove of the Blind Fisherman"

Uploaded by tedtiki.

"Cove of the Blind Fisherman" by Go! Tsunami

20 - The Insanitizers "Dark Eyes Rock"

Uploaded by Squid.

The melody is a traditional Russian Folk Tune "Ochi chyornye." Insanitizers
recordings have taken a Rautalanka approach, including this one. See our
website at Insanitizers.com

21 - Chartophylacium "Übersurfer"
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Uploaded by Chartophylacium.

Hi,
This is a track I wrote for this year's compilation. It is just my Jazzmaster played
right into the sound card of my computer with some bass playing and a
programmed drums track. Then everything was stirred thoroughly with some
reverb. I hope you like it.

Greetings from Germany

22 - The Aquatudes "Striped Umbrellas"

Uploaded by NoisyDad.

A laid-back original from The Aquatudes. Personnel: Tom Bittel - guitar (MIJ
Jaguar on this track); Dick Bascom - drums; Mike Rocchetti - bass. Written by
Tom Bittel, arranged by The Aquatudes. Recorded at Dad's Noisy Basement,
West Hartford, CT, USA

23 - The Surge! "S.O.S"

Uploaded by eddiekatcher.

The Surge! boys have been downstairs in the "Boatwerx" recently working on
new originals and this is the first one to actually find its way to tape. Nothing
new with the production here. The ADAT's are currently working (and we now
have the good sense to back up the tapes). Same old Mackie board with some
processing stuff patched in. Ed and Mako are playing the usual white AVRI
Jazzmasters with Ed plugged into a '62 Bandmaster and Mako into the '62
Showman. Wild Bill has his favorite P Bass running into a '65 Showman with a
Bassman 2-12 cab. All cabs are EV equipped. Link is sequestered in the "drum
cave" with two small overhead condensers and a Beta 52 on the kick. Recorded
live with only one overdub, you guessed it......Ed.

24 - Miserable Ones "Surfin' Emily"

Uploaded by rotten77.

25 - Gimlet "Space Girl Leilani"

Uploaded by Gimlet.

Strats and an AC30 was used for this track telling the story of the amazing
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Space Girl Leilani...its not quite trad, but I hope you guys like it!

Gimlet

26 - surfdawgjoe "Penetration"

Uploaded by surfdawgjoe.

This is my take on JStern's backing - Penetration

27 - The Twang Twisters "Wilder Weekend"

Uploaded by surfgtrnut.

The Twang Twisters are back. Written by our own guitar & bass player Randy
Langille.

28 - Jeff/Rev/Lorenzo "Theme From Somewhere"

Uploaded by CrazyAces.

As I was trying to determine what song to submit for the 2014 Comp RevHank
contacted me and asked "want to collaborate"? Hell yes was my response. We
raided my inventory of demos and decided on this song. Then Rev said "want
me to ask Lorenzo (SurferJoe) to play drums"? Another Hell yes, absolutely!
So the three of us in three different countries set out on this journey. We are
also joined by Alex McCullogh on Bass. There were some file sharing problems
(caused by me, thank you) which contributed to some time/sync issues and we
almost missed the deadline but with some extra help from Lorenzo we
completed our task and now thanks to the patience of these fine musicians we'll
be able to do it even better next time!
Lorenzo Valdambrini -Drums, Rev Hank - Guitar (right side) Alex McCullogh -
Bass, Jeff Senn - Guitar (left side)
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